Candle, a dance company working in community and educational contexts for all age
groups and abilities. Green Candle has won three Digital Dance Awards and for 25
years has been at the forefront of new developments in community dance. Fergus is
the winner of several awards, including a Greater London Arts Dance Award, a Lisa
Ullman Traveling Bursary, the Time Out/Dance Umbrella Award for Outstanding
Artistic Achievement and a Winston Churchill Travelling Fellowship. In 2011 he was
made an Honorary Doctor of Arts by De Montfort University, Leicester.

Our December A.R.T.S. (Activities to Revitalise The Soul) for Brain Health webinar
'Brainability: Exercise and Dance to Preserve Brain Health, Global Social Prescribing'
focuses on dance and exercise to prevent the advance of cognitive decline and how
social prescribing to weekly exercise and arts activity as peri-diagnostic practice, at
the outset of symptoms of a potential dementia, empowers people to preserve their
brain health.
Hosted by Veronica Franklin Gould, President, Arts 4 Dementia, this webinar follows
publication of her A4D report, A.R.T.S. for Brain Health: Social Prescribing as Diagnostic
Practice for Dementia (2021) and offers expert in-depth look into themes that informed
the research and constructive actions to effect social change.
•

Sir Muir Gray, Director, Optimal Ageing Programme at The University of
Oxford

•

Fergus Early, Artistic Director of Green Candle Dance

•

Dr Bogdan Chiva Giurca, Development Lead, Global Social Prescribing
Alliance. Clinical Champion Lead, National Academy for Social Prescribing.

•

CHAIR: Dr Charles Alessi, Senior Advisor to Public Health England.

SIR MUIR GRAY CBE, author of Increase your Brainability and Reduce your Risk of
Dementia (2021), entered the Public Health Service by joining the City of Oxford
Health Department in1971. The first phase of his professional career focused on
disease prevention, helping people stop smoking, He went on to develop the NHS
screening programmes, for pregnant women, children, adults and older people and
was appointed Chief Knowledge Officer of the NHS. He set up charities to promote
urban walking and the Oxford based Centre for Sustainable Healthcare and Better
Value Healthcare, publishing a series of Handbooks, including How to Get Better
Value Healthcare. In a 50-year mission to help people live longer better and cope
with ageing, based in the Optimal Ageing Programme at Oxford, he has developed a
paradigm to help compress morbidity at the end of life, reduce the incidence of
dementia and frailty and therefore reduce the need for social care.

DR CHARLES ALESSI, Chair, Senior Advisor at Public Health England, leads
thought leadership around productive, healthy ageing,dementia and targeting risk
reduction. He is Chief Clinical Officer for HIMSS, a global advisor supporting the
transformation of the health ecosystem through information and technology. Charles
assists governments around the world, corporations, hospital chains and HIMSS
members in the utilization of data and information to improve the health and
wellbeing of citizens. A globally recognized and trusted leader in health information
and technology, he brings a wealth of experience around health systems and the
interface between healthcare, social care and the personalization of wellness. Charles
is a physician in London, with more than 40 years of experience in NHS clinical
practice and was formerly chairman of the National Association of Primary Care. He
is an adjunct research professor in clinical neurosciences at the Schulich School of
Medicine at the University of Western Ontario, Canada and Visiting Scholar at the
Odette School of Business in Windsor, Ontario, Canada. He has published widely in
the media and journals; and with Sir Muir, was co-author of Increase your Brainability
and Reduce your Risk of Dementia (2021).
VERONICA FRANKLIN GOULD FRSA AMRSPH founded Arts 4 Dementia in 2011
to develop weekly programmes for early-stage dementia at arts venues, training, best
practice conferences and reports, with a website to coordinate arts opportunities for
dementia in the community. Her inaugural programme, Reawakening the Mind (201213), won the London 2012 Inspire Mark and Positive Breakthrough in Mental Health
Dementia Award 2013. Veronica was named finalist in The Sunday Times
Changemaker competition and on publication of Music Reawakening (2015), she was
appointed A4D president. Her regional guide, Reawakening Integrated: Arts &
Heritage (2017), maps arts opportunities for dementia and aligns arts within NHS
England’s Well Pathway for Dementia. Her social prescribing programme (2019-21)

FERGUS EARLY OBE is Founder and Artistic Director of Green Candle Dance.
Fergus began his dancing career with the Royal Ballet, later studying at the London
Contemporary Dance School where he became a senior teacher. He was a founder
member of X6 Dance Space and New Dance magazine. In 1987 he formed Green
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DR BOGDAN CHIVA GIURCA is currently working as Development Lead for the
Global Social Prescribing Alliance and Clinical Champion Lead at the National
Academy for Social Prescribing (NASP). He is the Founder and Chair of the NHS
Social Prescribing Champion Scheme (2016-2021) consisting of thousands of UK
junior doctors and medical students. Over a four-year period, the scheme has
delivered over 700 teaching sessions in all UK medical schools, as well as developing
a National Consensus for Teaching Social Prescribing. As the founder of the
'#SocialPrescribingDay' campaign, Bogdan has acted as an international champion,
raising awareness of the subject globally. His work has influenced national healthcare
policy and has driven key changes within the medical school curriculum,
contributing to several peer-reviewed publications and policy documents, including
the NHS Long Term Plan, the Personalised Care Model, GP Partnership Review, as
well as authoring three books on medical education. Bogdan has completed clinical
foundation training and is currently applying for specialty training as well as
continuing his work as Collaborator for the Harvard Global Health Institute.
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opened with a conference Towards Social Prescribing (Arts & Heritage) for the Dementias
at the Wellcome Collection. To address cross-sector issues raised, she piloted dance
and drama social prescribing programmes to test the process and ran regional crosssector conferences around the UK. Findings were disseminated in a two-day
conference and report ‘Arts for Brain Health: Social Prescribing as Peri-Diagnostic
Practice for Dementia' (2021).

Chair: Thank you, Fergus. This was a wonderful example of how, whether one is

Veronica Franklin Gould, President, Arts 4 Dementia

care has changed more in the last few weeks and months then it's changed in the last few
years. The effect on people who are living with non-communicable diseases, like dementia
for example, has been significant. This is a global issue. It's not only being felt in the United
Kingdom, but absolutely everywhere. It has led to a wholesale rethink in terms of where we
need to be and where we need to go with health and care.

Good morning – Welcome to our Brainability Arts 4 Brain Health webinar, chaired by Dr
Charles Alessi, co-author with Sir Muir Gray, of Increase your Brainability and Reduce your
Risk of Dementia – highlighting the vital role exercise, especially artistic exercise,
today dance – to preserve brain health.
All our speakers have been engaged in social prescribing, which offers effective and
joyful opportunities to override pain, loneliness and strain . O ur focus today is on
helping people override the isolating private despair in the months /years leading to
diagnosis of a potential dementia. Social prescribing, the availability of link workers
to every GP opens up wonderful opportunities to preserve their resilience and sense
of belonging in the community through local arts, dance, drama, nature,
So we are delighted that today Charles, followed by Muir, who will explain how best
we can protect ourselves and those we care for against the advance of cognitive
decline – and Fergus Early, Artistic Director of Green Candle Dance, who has long
enlivened the lives of so many people through dance – his classes are exhilarating –
Dr Bogdan Chiva Giurca, founder of the NHS Social Prescribing Student Champion
scheme and key player in the Global Social Prescribing Alliance, will explain the
involvement of students – arts and medical students interacting with participants
with early symptoms has benefits for all – how through the Global Social Prescribing
Alliance we can spread the practice,

How lovely to welcome delegates from all over the UK England, Scotland, Wales
and Northern Ireland and the wider world - American, Australia, Austria, Canada,
China, France, India, Ireland, Korea, Taiwan and the World Health Organisation.
If you have burning issues you would like to raise, please do so in the Chat and at the end
the professors’ discussion, Cicely and I will pass on your questions. And now, it is a great
privilege to hand over to Dr Charles Alessi, our Brainability chair: Charles!

Global transformation in health and care.
Let's start our conversation, because we really are at a pivotal time in health and care
globally. Of course, the COVID pandemic has actually transformed everything. Health and

Forestalling the symptoms of tomorrow
There is an increased emphasis on personalization of care. Really thinking and talking in
terms of brain health, like we talk about heart health, because there is a lot we can do today
to forestall the symptoms of tomorrow, and really taking these lifelong approaches, which
fundamentally changes the way we actually interact in and between ourselves; and how we
interact with the health systems. But of course, being connected and not socially isolated is
fundamentally important, and the arts have an incredible position to assist us in ensuring
we remain connected with our communities and really with what is most beautiful in the
world. Of course, the arts are some of the most beautiful things you can find in the world.
We will see more and more national initiatives in England, in the Middle East, and in the far
East around getting people to really connect more, to really get involved more. Because we
know that what you do today can have a significant effect upon what's happens tomorrow,
and the degree of symptoms and the way we manage and live with our symptoms.
So, let's start this conversation. Now, I'm going to start with Sir Muir Gray, for a sense of
potentially what we could be doing in terms of increasing our chances of delaying
symptomatology, delaying symptoms associated with cognitive decline.
Sir Muir Gray, Director of the Optimal Ageing Programme in Oxford

Living Longer Better = Physical, Cognitive, Emotional
Our interest is in increasing healthy life expectancy. And that means delaying or preventing

Dr Charles Alessi, Chair:
Thank you, Veronica and welcome, welcome from all over the world to what is likely to be a
really energizing hour, where we're going to look into the potential of us living fuller, more
complete lives, wherever we find ourselves. But surely to start, we should really move to
Fergus, because if we are talking about exercise and dance, sitting in front of a screen all day
doesn't do any of us any good. Fergus, would you help us a little just to start?
Fergus Early, Artistic Director, Green Candle Dance:
Morning everyone. First of all, have a stretch, a bit of a grunt and a groan, stretch any part of
your body that feels like it could do with a stretch. Just open your eyes wide. Open your
mouth wide. Stretch your arms out wide. Bring everything in tight, pull your elbows in,
screw up your face. Deep breath through your nose and let it out. Once more. Deep breath
in and breathing out. That should just wake up our physical cells a little bit.
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wheelchair bound, whether one is able to move around, there is still exercise that we can do.
And it's really quite important we do that.
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dementia, frailty, and really the key issue is to think about that period at the end of life, that
we are heavily dependent on others. We want to try and minimize that. I don't find people
want to live to 118 or 142, they’re interested in living longer, better. We have a major
programme called Living Longer Better that we're running, and it's by the promotion of
activity; physical, cognitive, and emotional. Physical, cognitive, and emotional.

What I'm going to do is to talk through what we know about the science of what has
happened to us as we live longer. And I'd give exactly the same talk if I was in a bridge club
in Oxford, or a bowls club in South London, or in a Mosque. Or to a collection of people who
are interested in dance. I mentioned dance. I had been called The Carlos Acosta of the NHS,
only by myself, but you know, these things have got to start somewhere. Quite often I look
at the ballet, and the wonderful rehearsals you can see on YouTube. I mean the discipline of
these people and the work they do is just terrific. I'm going to give you some information,
and then we'll open it up for discussion.
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Biological Process of Ageing

Disease
The second factor that affects if we live
longer is Disease. This shows that the
number of people with long-term
conditions increases each decade; and the
number of people with more than one
long term condition increases each decade.
But this is not your ageing. This is you
living longer in an environment in which
we are exposed to risks. The environment of the car, the computer, and the desk job. Even if
you don’t smoke or you stop smoking, we live in a very unhealthy environment.

Ageing is not a cause of major problems until the
90s. There is something called the normal biological
process of ageing, and it does have two effects. One
is that it affects maximum level of ability, pulse
rate, for example. And it affects resilience, the
ability to respond to either a change in temperature,
or a trip or stumble, or lockdown, time in bed. You
see, there are only two phases in life. There's a phase of growth and development, a turning
point, and from then on it's downhill all the way. But most of the effects are not due to the
biological process of ageing, but to through other processes.
The start in life is very important.
Here's an example of bone
strength, but the same would
apply to intellect. Probably the
most important determinant of a
long and healthy life is not the
wealth of your parents, although
that helps greatly, but wealth,
and the commitment to
education. If we took brain
strength, as well as bone
strength, you can see that some
people get a better start in life. And the more you can build up during the phase of growth
and development, then the better position you are.

The Fitness Gap
But for most people, what happens to them is that
from a certain point, that turning point - and that's
usually when they get their first job, their first
sitting job - a fitness gap opens up between the
best possible rate of decline and the actual rate of
decline. GP, when you become a GP, you then
move to sitting.
The average GP only gets about 2000 steps in the
working day. Bevin said the main exercises doctors
get is jumping to conclusions. So, they do get some
exercise. But this is what happens to all of us. This
is an environmental problem. It's not a lifestyle
problem. It's an environmental problem due to the
car, the computer and the desk job. The fitness gap
is there. And fitness, ladies and gentlemen of the
bridge cup or the mosque, there are five S’s in
fitness: strength, stamina, suppleness skill at the
fifth S is psychological. The good news is that at
any age, you can narrow the fitness gap. Dance at
any age will narrow the fitness gap.
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The approach some people see is that we've got a palaeolithic body in a post palaeolithic
world. For hundreds of generations, we've evolved to be active, but we're now in an
environment where we don’t have to be active. And when there are calories everywhere. At
every checkout you can get more calories than you need. So we've had a mismatch between
our bodies and the environment we live in. The result
of that is disease, various sorts, including vascular
disease.

Reducing Your Risk of Dementia
When we think a little bit about dementia, we have to
be clear that there's a difference between dementia and
Alzheimer's disease. And this is expressed with this
Venn diagram. Alzheimer's disease is one very, very
important cause of dementia, but it's not the only cause of dementia. There are other causes.
And for this reason, you can reduce your risk of dementia. This is very important, because
when disease comes along, then the fitness gap gets wider, faster. I had a myocardial
infarction about ten years ago, lost a chunk of heart muscle, so my maximum cardiac output
is affected.
But the fitness gap gets wider faster, and as you can
see here, that it's because of loss of fitness that you
may drop below what I call the line. The line is that
part in which you can no longer get to the toilet in
time. And after that it's game over social care. The
reason the fitness gap gets wider faster is not so much
because of the combination of aging and disease.

Negative Thinking vs Living Longer Better
But because other people start doing things for you, they have negative beliefs and attitudes.
Instead of helping someone get back to the shops, they arranged for Ocado to do home
deliveries, completely the wrong thing to do. Because the evidence is
at any age, no matter how many long-term
conditions you've got, you can close the
fitness gap. So, lots of fitness, disease and
negative thinking.
Here's what happens at the moment. And
here's our plan in the Living Longer, Better
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programme: Prevent and tackle disease, regain fitness - physical, cognitive, and emotional and think positive. The concept of brain health getting widely accepted.

Here’s the book that
Charles and I wrote with
Larry Chambers, a
colleague in Canada.
And this is a recent report
from Alzheimer's research
on brain health. It's a very
general report, but it puts
it on the agenda. It doesn't
tell you what to do, but we
are very clear about what
you should do

Secondly, improve the blood supply to your brain. It's exactly the same as reducing the risk
of a heart attack.
Thirdly, increase engagement with other people.

The model is changing.
[CHAT Edye Hoffmann Triple whammy! So important .“Preventing, delaying, slowing,
reversing.” There’s an important rhythm to this. ;-)]

The Lancet Commission on Dementia
prevention, intervention and care is

The first editorial in 2020 for the Journal of American Medical Association, which is one of the
world's top medical journals, was by a man who is a laboratory scientist. Look at the
subtitle: “Renewing Purpose, Building and Sustaining Social Engagement and Embracing A
Positive Lifestyle”. In the first editorial of the 2020s, that was there for a reason. They're
signalling a change in paradigm.

strongly evidence based. The scientific
evidence is very strong.
As you can see here, there are different
overlapping factors. One is to do with the brain
itself, keeping the brain tissue healthy. That
would be sleeping well, minimizing stress,
minimizing the number of drugs you take, either
self-administered or from the doctor. And then
keeping your blood vessels healthy. But look right
in the middle there, right in the middle is the
exercise, which affects it all.

Preventing, Delaying, Slowing, Reversing
To open the debate, because we
have a lot of very good people,
what I've tried to do is to write
down the benefits of dance in
reducing your risk of dementia.

Triple Whammy

Then also in slowing the rate of

Here's what we call our Triple Whammy
programme. Keep the brain tissue healthy.

dementia, and even reversing
some of the changes that occur.
So, we need to think about
Preventing, Delaying, Slowing, Reversing.

Sleep well. Control stress, avoid drugs, and
physical activity as a direct effect in the brain.

You start off - this is of rising importance - just watching dance. I watch dance maybe every
second day. I often watch the rehearsals as opposed to the performance, because I think it's
fascinating watching the people rehearsing.

Virtual Reality - Watching dance on the internet, creating social groups, joining in
Then there's the issue of watching dance with other people. Here’s a number I've made up -.
1,745 people in care homes who love The Firebird - that's a lot of people, but that's only one
maybe 6.7 care homes. What we're doing now is looking at how we can use the internet to
get people joining together. We should be aiming – ACTION and if any of you have links
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with dance companies - we should be trying to set up a Stravinsky club or a Giselle club, so
that people dotted about in all these care homes or living in their own at home, who love
The Firebird or love Giselle could not only watch it, but could watch it with other people
and have a discussion afterwards, have disagreements - which is the better Giselle? Is it
Osipova or is it Nunez? Let's have a talk. Or watching Scottish country dancing or other
forms of dance. that’s watching dance, and how we use virtual reality to tackle the problems
of isolation. That's watching dancing, but also joining in, because with virtual reality, you
can actually join the chorus of an opera, or you can join the line of dancers and stand with
them.

Competition

[CHAT] Edye Hoffmann (10:23) Is there evidence of success with virtual reality, dance and

The same would apply to piano playing and other forms of art. But I wanted to just to try to

dementia? The VR evidence linked to movement I’ve seen has been less than successful.
VFG VR dance wonderfully enabled our participants in programme run by Siobhan Davies
Dance, to be hugely expressive - and who better for this too than Fergus! Inspired by music
and movements, participants imaginative spirit and joy soars!

The Rovr Treadmill
We've got in Oxford a very good treadmill called the Rovr. It doesn't actually move. You just
move your feet, it detects the movement to feet. And I'd be very interested in introducing
some people to the man who created this treadmill, because we're now starting to introduce
that into care homes so that people can stand and could walk the Cornwall coastal path, or
they could stand in an opera chorus so they could stand, they could move in a line in the
ballet. Then there's actually dancing yourself, and that’s starting to move on. Dancing alone
is better than just sitting, watching. Dancing in a group is obviously better. I've been very
pleased to be supportive of the dance charity, the Aesop charity, which is based near
Oxford, and it’s getting people back to dancing, ballroom dancing, ballet, Scottish country
dancing. That’s dancing in a group.

[CHAT]
§
§

Alex Morrison-Cowan Would like more info on the treadmill please
Muir Gray You can see the VR system here, Face to face is our number 1 priority but
VR has a very important contribution https://rovr.systems/health-care-wellbeing

Social Mission – raising money for young dancers
Then we need to start thinking about the idea of social mission. So, dancing in a group, but
why don't we try and raise money for unemployed, young dancers, for example. It's very
clear now, remember what Jama said (Alimujiang, A. Association Between Life Purpose and
Mortality Among US Adults Older Than 50 Years, 2019) it's having a purpose. So here's a
purpose of raising money for young dancers who’ve had a very tough time. Older people
have had a tough time, but younger people have an even tougher time as a result of a
lockdown.

[CHAT Edye Hoffmann These drivers around purpose and mission are too often dismissed
around dementia. It’s lovely to see them highlighted here.]

ACTION: Raise money for unemployed young dancers to inspire older people to move.
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Then they’ve got very interesting competition, so the older people of Chichester start
competing with the older people of Bognor Regis. How we could use competition.
Set up a project with a purpose – social engagement, challenge and purpose YES!!
ACTION: Finally, if you want to really reduce your risk of dementia, start up something like
A4D, or get on the committee, or like Veronica become the key person in that. Because that
combination of social engagement, challenge and purpose seems to be very, very important.

The science, research evidence to influence risk factors
relate what we know about the science of what happens to us to live as we live longer, and
the evidence from research about what we can do to influence those risk factors and really
just open it for discussion now, raising issues about either questions to me, or Charles
you could identify what actions people could take, either as individuals or as
organizations to try to be more inclusive and particularly reaching people who are no longer
able to get out, are housebound or who are in some form of institutional care, because as The
Lancet said: It's never too early and never too late in the life course to reduce your risk of dementia.

Dr Charles Alessi, chair
Thank you, Muir, that’s a really, really good start of our discussion. Now before we open up
for questions. We’ll ask Fergus to give his sense and to develop what you have described. I
love meaning and purpose and for me that is what has driven me to get so engaged in this.
I’ll always remember being in an airport somewhere, I think it was in the United States,
where a young woman was taking her mother to buy a handbag; and the older lady said I
don’t need any handbags. I don’t know what to do when I wake up in the morning And I thought
this was one of the saddest situations which is so remediable, because if that older lady had
u/stood that life is still worth living wherever you are, in whatever situation you are she, I
think she would have a far more fulfilled life.

Fergus Early. Artistic Director, Green Candle Dance Company.
We are based in Bethnal Green in East London and work with people of all ages, but
particularly with older people, and people living with dementia. When I founded the
company about 34 years ago we had the underlying philosophy that everyone has a right
to participate in and watch dance, but many people don’t have the opportunity to exercise
that right, so my colleagues and I set out to provide some opportunities initially for children
and young people with and without learning disabilities and then for older people which
has become an increasingly large part of our work over the years, and in the last decade
particularly working with people with dementia.

Working with Older People – Dance a subversive act!
When we started, working with older people in dance was a sort of contradiction in terms.
What was required of older people was that they should sit there and stay put. Moving was
not on the agenda. To get older people dancing was a subversive act that threatened the
systems that tended to revolve around the convenience of relatives and carers rather than
the actual needs of themselves
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Dance for emotional wellbeing and dementia prevention

Dance groups - Social activity – Dancing is fun!

Over the years it’s become clearer and clearer that dance has an enormous amount to offer
older people, both in physical health, Emotional wellbeing and as a preventative measure
for many incapacitating conditions such as dementia and Parkinson’s disease, for example.

Also, it’s significant that dance is, by and large, a social activity to be taken in groups. We
know that dance stimulates the body to produce feelgood chemicals such as endorphins. But
perhaps the simplest thing is the most important. Dancing is fun!

Many of you will be aware of the extraordinary piece of research conducted by Joseph
Verghese, Leisure activities and the risk of dementia in the elderly (2003, New England
Journal of Medicine). This 21-year experiment proved a conclusive relationship between
increased activity in groups of older people and their lessened likely hood of developing
dementia. The activities were of two sorts: physical, such as walking, swimming, horseriding, dancing and cognitive, such as reading books, doing crosswords and so on. So
although most of the activities didn’t show much instance of lessening the risk of dementia,
frequent dancing came out as the group who were by far the least likely to develop
dementia which of course from my point of view then was very, very exciting - our
experience in Green Candle echoes this in maybe non-scientific ways.

Practitioner Retention

Spinoff dance for people over 55s

Older People Dancing – preventing and slowing dementia, an inspiration!

We have a group for people over 55’s, Spinoff. Currently, the average age range is 62- 86.
This group has been running continuously for 25 years - there are still people who have

Possibly helping to prevent dementia and slowing the symptoms of dementia. If people are
widely and routinely offered the chance to dance in older age, I believe we can look forward
to a time when older people are habitually no longer regarded as a burden, but rather and
for us all the truth, that is that they can be and are an inspiration.

been here from the start. It accommodates 12-17 people at any one time, approximately 200
over 25 years. In all that time I’ve only known 3 members to have had a positive diagnosis of
dementia. Anecdotally, it bears out the findings of the Verghese experiment. So without
having a conclusive evidence to the question Why Dance? - we can conjecture:

Other research has shown that dance has an excellent record for retaining practitioners
compared to other gym activities which attract good initial attendance but tend to lose
participants relatively soon. People attending dance classes are more likely to stick with
them for weeks, months and years.

Physical activity clothed in imagination and creativity
I am convinced that the deciding factor between physical activity and dance is that the dance
involves physical activity, yes, but clothed in imagination and creativity. Dance then is
incredibly relevant to older people, offering a joyous route to wellbeing.

CHAT
§

Why Dance? – physical, emotional, cognitive self – You Dance in your Head
Is it because dance involves more of the self – the physical, emotional, the cognitive self than
any other activity? Dance involves much brain power which surprises some people:
Memory is obviously important in learning and remembering sequences of movement, but
in its improvisational forms, for example, dance involves creativity, taking decisions,
solving problems, calculating, spatial relationships at speed, for example all sorts of complex
brainwork is involved in dancing. I often say to students of mine You dance in your head –
That’s where you dance, so the relationship between the head, the brain and dance is
critical. Emotionally dance offers the opportunity to express yourself and allow your
feelings to emanate through your whole body.

[CHAT]
§
§

Dr Charles Alessi, chair
Thank you for that inspiring thought. We'll come to questions - there are quite a few
comments in the chat. First I want to bring in Bogdan to help us think through the potential
of these lifelong approaches and with an emphasis around social prescribing.

Dr Bogdan Chiva Giurca, Development Lead, Global Social Prescribing Alliance.

Narinder This is really interesting!!
Edye Hoffmann You dance in your head! Brilliant.

Music and dance
Another important factor: Music and dance are inextricably linked in most cultures and
when we are working with people living with dementia, whenever possible we have a live
musician to accompany the dance. This offers many things, a strong rhythmic base,
emotional immediacy and great flexibility. We have the ability with a live musician to
respond to individual needs and tastes of the people we are working with.
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Lucy Anzer One of my favourite ballet videos on YouTube featuring a retired
ballerina with Alzheimer's performing Swan Lake - the impact of dance on the
psyche is life-long: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OT8AdwV0Vkw
Alex Morrison-Cowan We run over 20 community events in Sussex and feedback
from our families affected by dementia is always music, dance and song is the best
engager for bot carer and the person with a diagnosis of dementia
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It's such a pleasure to be here and thank you to, Charles and Fergus and Muir, a true
inspiration, as is Veronica. I am a clinician by background, but I'm also the Development
Lead for the Global Alliance for Social Prescribing, as well as the Clinical lead for the
Champions programme, which I'll talk a bit about in a second. Today we talk about brain
health. I've chosen a special background - I'll explain in a second what it means and why
water and why the vibrations around it.
Paradigm change
Muir was certainly very inspiring to hear when he talked about this, the signalling of a
change in the paradigm that we've held dearly for so long. I'm just going to start with that,
with a quote that is very dear to me because it means everything to the work that I've been
doing so far, by Aristotle: Give me a child until they're seven and I will show you the man. The
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Join the conversation

reason that's important to me is because we are constantly being influenced by our
environments, by perceptions and as Muir beautifully portrayed by the negative thinking
around ageing and how we perceive ageing in terms of a number and how that shapes our
mindset – especially, coming from a clinical position, when you do see elderly patients
within the hospital environment as well.

century healthcare as it should be. Not
because it's a nice thing to do, but because
it wouldn't be possible to cater for the
amount of people that will be coming
through on one point.

Medical training

Looking after our brain health

To start, this is what we are being exposed to whilst
Biowe're being trained as healthcare professionals, not just
medical students and doctors, but the whole of the
Psychoworkforce. Students are being taught the biological
Social
aspects. We are taught about the other aspects too in
terms of psychological and social as well, but normally
this is what gets drilled down into our heads at the anatomy, the box, that the brain as an
equipment tool that we can look at and unpick - we'd be able to tell you what nerves go
where, and the anatomy of the brain. But we wouldn't be able to explain how we treat
someone suffering from loneliness or social isolation. That's because we are good at the
biological side, but less at the psychosocial side of the element.

It's also to say that brain health and
supporting individuals does not start
within hospitals. We criticize patients who
come in with newspapers and ask them to
not do our jobs. We often say, why don't you let us do our job as a doctor, when in fact
patients with lived experience, who live as part of a healthy community, will know better
how to manage their conditions and how to live healthily in a community group as well.
Health truly starts within our communities and within our homes. We shouldn't forget that.
And the culture that is being driven slowly is moving towards that direction.

Brain health does NOT
start within hospitals.
Health and wellbeing
starts within our
communities and homes.

[CHAT Edye Hoffmann “Brain health does NOT start within hospitals” This is a critical
point of discussion since so many individuals with cognitive impairment are only
highlighted to community resources at hospital discharge.]

Algorithms vs life
We constantly get taught in algorithms. We usually get taught that if there is high blood
pressure or dementia, then follow the algorithms, follow the pathway from the Nice
guidelines or the guidelines that exist for that. But life, we know, is not an algorithm. And so
we know, or if there is an algorithm where we seriously missing some data sets in here.
Providing for doubling of people over 50
What we're trying to do at the moment is to look at the problem. And I think Muir also
expressed it quite beautifully earlier. But my worry when I'm in the hospital, what worries
me the most, is the idea that by 2050, we'll have a doubling the amount of people living over
the age of 50 and above. That scares me because as a clinician, within the healthcare
environment, within the hospital, I rarely am able to provide the capacity needed, even at
this point in time, let alone, when there'll be a doubling in the amount of people over the age
of 50. So that really scares me.
One-third ill
The second point that scares me about this is the idea that the healthcare system, as it's been
developed, catered for acute infections and was allowing us to look at the one-third of the
people at one time who are sick. Think about that for a second. My job in A&E is being paid
based on the number of sick people who come in. So we built this sad, revolving door
mentality, this fixing shop mentality, where we formalized hospitals around the world so
that you can seek support and healthcare and help from the so-called medical experts who
wear white coats and have their pens lined down the pockets.

But two-thirds healthy
We miss the opportunity to focus on the two-thirds of people who are healthy at one point.
And we miss the point of prevention and health creation. And though, for many of you,
these principles sound like, like they should be the norm. I promise you the specific breed of
clinicians that we've been training for years and years, I promise you, we think very
differently sometimes because that's what's been drilled and ingrained into our mindset,
into our culture. Hence, Muir's point around that paradigm shift in and delivering 21st-
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Patient activation
I'm talking here about co-design, co-creation
patient activation and shared
decision-making, an ability to listen to our
patients and support them fully in their
endeavours, so that we can hear not just about
what's the matter in terms of a diagnosis, but
what really, truly matters to them as they age
and how they can remain healthy and not just
pick a number on their age moving forward.
Greatest clinical barrier to health

You may think these slides just tell a beautiful story and a great view of a young dreamer.
Many of you will start thinking, well, hang on, there's something there that we're not
tackling here, because what's the biggest barrier to me in the clinical environment, listening
to a patient? What do I struggle most with? What's the number one problem GPs have with
their patients, what do I face in the A&E is Time, as some of you will criticize and rightly
think. How can you deliver that person centred care and that social prescribing
intervention? How can you find the time for it? And to that I always say – False!
Education the biggest barrier – Connecting to link workers for person-centred care
I think education is the biggest barrier. Not time. Time is relative, and time can be quantified
and be put in as an upfront investment. If I take ten extra minutes to connect someone to a
link worker and they get connected within the community and supported to co-design, to
create a plan of their own based on what truly matters to them with the link worker - and
join a dancing class, like Fergus was saying, and enjoy the benefits of that, then really I'm
not going to see them again so soon. Or I'm going to deal with their biomedical aspects, but
they're going to get a lot of benefits from the psychosocial elements; and that's an upfront
investment that I, as a doctor and as a clinician and willing to make.
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[CHAT Ian Education = Empowerment, you can then deal with the situation you’re facing.]

§

Deprescribing medication and reducing strain on healthcare system

§

Yes, I'm sacrificing ten minutes, but I'm saving future appointments, which means
deprescribing medications. So we're not overprescribing painkillers. We are also reducing
the strain on the healthcare system and reducing the amount of clinical interventions that
are often unnecessary as we've seen in the recent Chief Pharmacy Officer report (Ridge, K
“Major review estimates 10% of items dispensed in primary care are overprescribed”, The
Pharmaceutical Journal, 22 Sep 2021) saying that 10% of all the drugs we prescribe are useless
and just lay there with the patient in the house, but they never are actually needed. And
maybe you will think that it’s an overstatement to say that education is the biggest barrier,
but here are some facts.
Social Prescribing reduces GP workload
59% of GPs said that social prescribing reduces the workload. (“RCGP calls on government
to facilitate 'social prescribing' for all practices” Royal College of General Practitioners
survey, May 2018) and those who said they didn't were the ones who were never trained or
educated in social prescribing. So that is again to say that I don't believe time is our biggest
problem here.
NHS SociaI Prescribing Champion Scheme – bi-directional opportunities

I think education for the future workforce; and Veronica has beautifully put together with
us a programme that illustrates the importance of shaping the future generation of students
sort of design a program where students can learn first-hand as much as they learn about
anatomy, learn about dancing classes and learn about Drama on Prescription, or learn about
arts and how they support patients with dementia, which goes to say that there's a
bi-directional learning opportunity there. The students learn from the situation, they will
then be more open to see things differently as a clinician in the future, but also they bridge
the intergenerational gap and they provide that reverse mentoring and energize the elderly,
who they are engaging with during
those sessions.
Here's a quote from Hamaad, a
neuroscience student, who said that
his knowledge was solely rooted in
biochemistry, but his time at A4D
“As a neuroscience undergraduate, my knowledge of dementia
was solely rooted in its biochemistry. My time at Arts 4 Dementia
has truly exposed him to the wider
however, exposed its wider scope. Past the neurofibrillary tangles
scope and, past the amyloid plaques
and amyloid plaques, dementia is a journey of rediscovery and
reconciliation. The workshops were a means to aid that journey.
dementia became the Hamaad’s
This holistic view, not afforded to me in my studies, has inspired a
Hamaad Khan
personal critical analysis of biomedical treatments which too
personal journey, that could be
Neurosciences Student,
often have narrow treatment applications. “
King’s College London
aided through more than just the
medication and those clinical
appointments. And that we get to do in the hospital tomorrow. Hamaad’s been rescued.
And so have many other students because

§

We are not just talking UK, we've launched the Global Alliance for Social Prescribing, which
looks at workforce as one of its core aims, but also at research evidence, and an international
community of practice. So we can learn from each other and from the different social
prescribing models that exist across the world, because we know the UK model is not the
only one and shouldn't be and the gold standard model.
The Ripple Effect
So with your support, what we're trying to do is spread the word, involve the future
generation and change that paradigm that Muir was portraying earlier, and just to bring it to
a close, to, to say that the background of used here, it's just to say that I know I'm preaching
to some of you who already converted, but it stays within your power to act on this
vibration to cause that ripple effect. And no matter how small you think your impact may be
in just pointing a student or, or a school student, a university student towards one of these
activities, and giving them a hand to understand that the value of psychosocial
interventions, you will change their perceptions. And it will help us deliver, not in one
year's time, but maybe in five years’ time, as the generations move through, as the students
of today become healthcare professionals of tomorrow, that vision of that 21st century
healthcare that Muir was talking about earlier.

CHAT
§

§

Edye Hoffmann Yes, education over time. Hear, hear! How do we extend
opportunities to health professionals to learn, but also learning for families before
crisis? This is a great opportunity for social prescribers, how do we raise their
confidence (i.e., learn about programming and gauge their effectiveness)?
Alex Morrison-Cowan Bogdan thank you. What you are saying is so right The
Golden Ticket set up by East Sussex CCG over 7 years ago was about what you are
saying.
Tom Watkins (NASP) Powerfully expressed Bogdan, such inspiring words from
fantastic speakers today

Muir Gray We have discovered the elixir of life - it is knowledge consumed through life-long
learning

Dr Charles Alessi, chair
Thank you very much for that intervention Bogdan, because what you described was
moving from body parts to people, which is the journey that a lot of us have been on as
physicians for many, many, many years. So let's open this up for s questions and comments:

Comments really fast. (see boxes above: Lucy Anzer for giving the link to the lady who

filipa pereira-stubbs I am lead dancing artist on the Dance for Health programme at
Cambridge University Hospitals. I dance with patients all kinds of health issues
every week. The programme has run for ten years. We seek students - do contact us
Edye Hoffmann I second Filipa’s important work. It would be a wonderful student
opportunity and see some successful applications.
Arts to Preserve Brain Health webinar, 7 December 2021

Global Social Prescribing Alliance

§

ACTION – INVITATION TO STUDENTS
§

VFG Bogdan will come up trumps for your students Filipa. They learn, share,
interact, report and enhance the programmes so much.
Berni Godinho Yes Education awareness important as you say however also
wondering about some faiths who see dance and music and arts as a taboo ! How
shaping a global community with this bi directional learning will bridge this gap as
its soooo beneficial to long term health ?
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used to dance with cognitive decline https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OT8AdwV0Vkw
and to filipa pereira-stubbs of Dance for Health, intervention around the potential in
Cambridge, which exists in terms of assisting people with dance. This is a world which is
really coming to terms with the fact that it's all about people. It's all about connectedness
and the arts and dance are a significant part of that. So there is a question here around the
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evidence from Edye Hoffman, of success with technology and comments about how
important connectedness is. Let's start with you Muir, could you give a sense of what the
evidence is around the use of technology, because of course the evidence is there, but I'll let
you answer that question.

enough to actually to see dancers sometimes professionally as well, they're extraordinary
people in my opinion, because they are incredibly supple, but those are the professional
dancers. Even for us, moving, dance is wonderful because you have music to help you – it’s
such an opportunity to retain that suppleness, that connectedness, that is so important.

Sir Muir Gray Face to Face – and value of virtual

Fergus Early Evidence of enjoyment, scientific proof the cream.

We always say that obviously we should be getting people out more to meet other people,
but that many have difficulty with that. And then I am very interested in people as you
become less mobile then virtual meetings with other people become necessary because there
may be very few people near you. So supposing I don't know if Shostakovich has done a
ballet, but the number of people interested in Shostakovich ballet* - there may not be
anyone else in Oxford, so virtual gives you that chance to meet with them. So in general,
we focus on getting people out more to meet others in the face, but the evidence is strong
and getting stronger.

The great thing is, if you give people a situation where they can dance, hopefully in a
group, you want to prove that there's some way scientifically that this does some good. But

*Shostakovitch composed three ballets, The Golden Age (1930), The Bolt (1931) and The
Bright Stream (1935) and Ballet Suites (1935).

Digital, health inequalities and accessibility

I'm trying to stop the word ‘digital’. Tim Bernes Lee was asked in 2000 what was his tenyear ambition? And he said that nobody would use the word internet in ten years’ time. So
we don't talk about electric health, electric health care or electrical healthcare. So we're not
going to speak about digital healthcare in 10-years’ time. I know, Charles, your day job has
got that label on it.

Blended – Face to Face

Not any anymore. And it's really good that that has changed because really what we're
talking about now is this new blended approach to assist people with behaviour change
through a life course, which is really all we're talking about. Digital modalities form part of
that, but concentrating on digital is crazy. We need to be talking about people and people
interact best in a face-to-face environment. I'd love for today to be a face-to-face meeting if
we could, but sometimes you need a bit of both. and usually you need a bit of everything
and I think this is what we're describing.
Fergus, what's your sense of what you heard today? Did it give you some comfort that there
is the evidence that does is important?

Fergus Early

Value of supporting evidence.

Absolutely. I am very relieved to see that there were so many points of connection in what
we're all saying. and so very encouraging to them. As a practitioner I've never doubted the
reality of what we're doing, but to have the backup of real evidence is brilliant.

CA, chair
There is a real question, Fergus, when is certainty achieved? When things are absolutely
certain, perhaps it's a little bit too late. We need to be in a position whereby on the balance of
probability, it is more than likely that something is beneficial.
Now we know there have been lots of experiments and research around how important it is,
for example, to be agile enough, to stand up from a chair; and we talk about walk speed and
longevity. There's all sorts of research. Clearly being a dancer and having been fortunate
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CA, chair
Bogdan, Can you comment on what you heard today from Muir, from Fergus?
Dr Bogdan Chiva Giurca
Commenting on the Digital aspect, which I think is a very powerful comment. I think we
should note and perhaps support those who are most in need around that. That is a big

Avoiding the term ‘digital’

CA, chair

the first thing is they're all having a great time, really enjoying it first and foremost. So, you
know, something's going on, good, whatever. The rest is cream (on the pudding)
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barrier for people. I think it goes back to health inequalities as well. it's how do we ensure
we grant access to those most vulnerable, and those most in need? And how do we ensure
we don't leave anyone behind?

Reverse mentoring and involving students
I would hope that we can take advantage of that reverse mentoring in which you once
again, get the students living within nearby communities, the youngsters to meet informally,
to develop some groups, to do some training and some IT, sessions as well. But I believe IT
access remains a big problem. We could widen the gap, if we're not carefully tackling that as
well.

CA, chair
Yes, that's exactly why we should be thinking of blended approaches. There's wonderful
research around the generational effects of having people work with their grandparents. We
know this really does make a difference.

Music and connectedness – [CHAT Galaxy S5 Can music help for dementia? }
There's a question, around music and does music assist with connectedness?, Let me ask
you Fergus first. What, what's your sense about the effect of music on people with cognitive
decline. You’re working with in that area all the time?

Fergus Early

Rhythmic unity

I think it's tremendously central to everything. On all sorts of levels music is, always
feeding things; and obviously music and dance have always had this intimate connection.
For example, there's some interesting research going on at the moment about the benefits of
rhythm. It's a simple thing, but what's happening when people are joining together in
rhythmic unity of some sort, with music, with movement?.

[CHAT livia russell This would be brilliant, but so far we have never had any social
prescribing for my mum who is 86 and living with dementia for 8+ years. Hearing about
Fergus and Green Candle is a revelation - truly wonderful. I found A4D through Google.]
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Dr Charles Alessi, chair
You are certainly not kidding. I still can't figure out why Richard Strauss put some music
together at the end of Der Rosenkavalier and 80% of the audience starts crying. Why a series
of notes induces tears. That is something to reflect upon.

Community Dance in Rhondda Cynon Taf Rubicon Dance in Cardiff. Community Dance
Wales

Yes this is very important and perhaps you should follow this up.

Can I ask you each, startomg with you Muir because you
have the floor at the moment. So to give some thoughts as to next steps, next steps, which
you would suggest, make sense for the audience and for us within a minute, please,

We've got a combination of things happening now.

Fergus Early What Muir was just talking about is very exciting for me, the idea of

Sir Muir Gray

•
•
•

•

Firstly, there is concern about overprescribing.
Secondly, I haven’t managed to pull this off yet, but it is possible to shift money from
the prescribing budget to an activity budget, but I think this will happen soon.
ACTION I'd like to include teachers of dance along with physical activity
professionals, as people who are providing a therapeutic service – to link up with a
professional association for dance teachers (National Association for Teachers of
Dance and Sussex-based International Dance Teachers Association), get the social
prescribing link
Absence of SP or Active prescribing opportunities Actually, the Overprescribing
Report said that one of the reasons for overprescribing was the absence of social or
active prescribing opportunities. The word Active has been written for the first time
in a Department of Health paper, and I'm in touch with the top of the office there.

So I think this is the start of something and thanks to A4D for developing it, but we
now need to make it happen.
ACTION Putting “Dance” on the prescription list
We now need to put “Dance” on the prescription list. We haven't got the
opportunity for doing this because we're just about to introduce this system where
every drug prescription will be accompanied by an activity prescription. And that could be
both an online prescription and a link to a local dance opportunity through social
prescribing. So we're getting close.

ACTION List dance opportunities (see Arts 4 Dementia website) I’d be very pleased
to follow this up. Veronica, you’re got a terrific group of people together. So let's try and
think, how could we get a list of the dance opportunities? Then I know how to build them
into the GP information systems In the years to come. Fergus offers support below
and proposes the national organization for community dance, People Dancing. [See
below for delegate dance facilitators, VFG]

§

§

Tom Watkins (NASP) (10:48) I heard recently there are 185 recognised unique forms
of dance that we know about, surely with such choice there is something for
everyone. Even if one is not for you, you're presented with 185 opportunities to try
something new!
Alex Morrison-Cowan (10:49) During lockdown we sent videos through social
media to all our families affected by dementia so they could dance and sing at home
together - VFG (10:50) Wonderful Alex! How joyfully energising for your families to
be able to dance and sing at home to their hearts’ content.
Christina Sheehan I am an occupational therapist working in primary care in an
older person's mental health service. Does anyone know of any community dance
organisations that I could link with in South Wales please? ACTION V Afon
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actually getting a kind of directory and so on and linking teachers and practitioners with
prescribers. That's very exciting. I think that the logical route would be through a national
organization for community dance, which is called People Dancing. And I think with them,
we could certainly begin to sort that out quite quickly and I'd be very excited to be part of
that because I think it's what we need.

Dr Charles Alessi, chair, Thank you very much.
Bogdan, I was just reflecting on a point that Muir made earlier. Isn't it interesting to get the
so-called experts, the doctors, to suggest dance and social activities, we had to call it social
prescribing. It's because it's in our genes as clinicians to want to medicalize things, but it
acted as a great Trojan horse to get the buy-in from others, to drive this revolution, this
change in the way we deliver health care to acknowledge that social and psychological is as
important as biological. And we're not saying replace it. That’s not the idea, it’s not
delivering a purely psychosocial model, it's saying you're complimenting it where it's not fit
for purpose and where it doesn't meet the needs of the individual. And I'm going to end on
that note, but just to say, you have my vote on, on brain health and I'm going to support that
the future generation Count on us. There are several medical students in the audience that
I saw on the, on the comments as well. So count us in. We'll do our best.

Dr Charles Alessi, chair - Thank you. Thank you very much. Muir, final thoughts
Muir Gray - This is the end of the beginning. We look forward Charles and I will follow
this up for the Veronica. This and this used to become part of the British national formulary
for activity therapy. So I'll follow, I'll follow up with People Dancing. Thank you very much.
Charles, there’s an enormous amount of information in the chat, in terms of where to go
and how to go.
VFG Thank you Charles so much. The chat is kept (incorporated in context and below).
It would be great to include Bogdan in this People Dancing programme.

CHAT:
§

Dr Charles Alessi, Chair
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[CHAT – HOST THANKS!]
§ Thank you for as ever a compelling talk, we shall type all out and circulate - with all
actions you propose, warmly with such thanks
§ Fergus, you yourself have for so longer been a huge inspiration through your joyous
dance movement programmes
§ Bogdan, your images, your thoughts, your actions, your personal insight - terrific!
You demonstrate how people can empower themselves to activities to enhance and
preserve their health! Involving the future generation, spreading the practice
globally, warmest thanks
§ Thank you, Muir for your compelling guidance into actions now and ongoing.
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Thank you all. You are great drivers. You enhance the lives of so many people in not only in
this country, but around the world. It's thrilling to work with you. And, it's heartbreaking to
stop now, but, we will keep going forward, keep the momentum going, link up dance
with social prescribing to preserve brain health at the onset of a potential dementia.
We will follow through with unemployed young dancers to see if they would value the
opportunity to interact with older people, to help preserve brain health.
It was music that inspired the start of A4D. A Guildhall cello student playing to my
mother, reviving her communication despite Alzheimer’s and right to the end of her
life. As she lay dying I called Live Music Now for a cellist to play Bach, but actually it
was the sound of Schubert that made my mother opened her eyes 12 years ago!
Shostakovitch would have excited her too! – and Beethoven! How exhilarating it is to
engage with arts activity Thank you, Fergus for enlivening our bodies, as well as our
spirits and thank you so much for over a decade. Although this is my last formal
engagement for A4D, I shall be continuing the webinars. So we'll move forward with
today’s actions. Warmest, warmest thanks. it is a real privilege to work with you and you
do so much to keep us healthy, energised, inspired. I look forward to spreading the
practice, working with Bogdan, globally, and many of the people on this call.

CHAT
LIVE LONGER BETTER
§

§

Hampshire – call to join Live Longer Better programme: Abbie Twaits If anyone is
based in Hampshire, let me know as I am working with Muir to lead the Live Longer
Better programme in Hampshire
Question for Muir re Live Longer Better from Alex Morrison-Cowan Is Muir open
for discussion with individual organisations about the delivery of the Live Longer
Better programme – Jennie M-C, CEO Know Dementia

brain gym and positive mindset. I’m hoping to restart my zooms with adults in special care.
So great to connect with this community.

DANCE

•

•
•

Katie Kilpatrick I work with dancers of all ages, and in my experience I have found
the most connection in our dementia and Parkinson's classes! I regularly take
inspiration from our group, and it's a shock if I leave with a dry eye!
filipa pereira-stubbs To state the obvious - Essential to understand that ALL people
- even non-trained dancers can fully engage in improvisational and meaningful
movement - and music is medicine Dance is health. At all stages of life. Dance is also
educational in so many ways.
Alex Morrison-Cowan Anyone worked with people with dementia with sensory
problems and using music, dance and song to engage.
Angelique Parvez angparvez@gmail.com I run a dance and fitness company for all
ages. I’d be interested to help www.dstyledance.co.Uk I totally believe we can do
more! I run Zumba and Bollywood classes for the elderly and all ages Would love to
be on your list of those offering dance classes to help with mental and physical
health. Angelique Www.dstyledance.co.Uk
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Katie Kilpatrick (10:55) We offer Dance on Prescription which allows anybody who
would benefit to attend 12 weeks of classes for free
https://www.dancenetworkassociation.org.uk/danceonprescription
Becky Oatley We are developing a pilot course at the Association for Dementia
Studies that aims to bridge some of the education gaps - bringing together staff from
across physical activity, dance, sport, social care to learn from each other, build
confidence in offering physical activity opportunities for people with dementia and
carers. (Uni of Worcester)
Zoe Patterson There’s a great programme called Rhythm Works Integrative Dance
which works with children with special needs but the basis for the programme can
be adapted for all groups of people.
[care homes) Ellen-Dance artist who works in care homes with people with
dementia here ! All of what has been discussed I have experienced first hand. My
question is, How do we improve the sustainability of getting dance in care homes/to
older people to improve brain health? My projects are funded based so there is never
enough money to stay in a care indefinable- and once the project “ends” I worry that
the care home won’t have the capacity to continue bringing dance and music to the
people, and they will obviously not have the same level of experience as myself?

CHAT - EVIDENCE
§ Edye Hoffmann Does anyone know of a cache of evidence that supports the
different resources: dance, music, museums, football, other sports, co-generational
work, to support the brain & physical health around cognitive impairment. It would
be so valuable to support the education, Bogdan identified. VFG Edye I researched
the evidence for our report , which will hopefully lead you to key references:
A.R.T.S. for Brain Health: Social Prescribing transforming the diagnostic
narrative for Dementia: From Despair to Desire, (2021)
§ Alex Morrison-Cowan The Golden Ticket in East Sussex reduced number of
medications and GP appointments shown in the evaluation report
CHAT - FUNDING Berni Godinho We need to call upon government to know and input
funds to promote all the intergenerational arts music and dance

BRAIN HEALTH Zoe Patterson This is a fabulous webinar. My local sports partnership
had me zoom into local families with my Brain Grooves programme which fuses dance,

•

•
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CHAT- PREVENTION Alex Morrison-Cowan) Local Social prescribers should be talking to
local charities in order to provide community events to help with prevention Edye
Hoffmann (11:00) Alex, totally agree about social prescribers reaching out to local charities.
§
§

filipa pereira-stubbs Hello Ellen, hello Ri, hard to listen and chat (!) but would love
to talk further - pereirastubbs@yahoo.co.uk. Looking forward.
livia russell (10:45) Hi Alex we live in London livia russell (10:46) Ok great to
know... will chase up

.
CONNECTING & GENERAL
§ SHALINI GARG i am a physical activity researcher and fantastic to see this new
arena of physical activity and mental health.....dancing, what could better. totally
going to be my next project probably an intervention of dance to improve mental
health outcomes
§ Ri Fernandes As a Scottish medical student, this webinar has been engaging and
highly educational! Always a joy to hear of initiatives that can genuinely heal and
help people cope & prevent disease progression
§ Alex Morrison-Cowan Hugely our people with dementia can sing the words
without the written format and yet I have to read the words because I cant remember
them as well.
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§
§
§
§

§
§
§
§

§

§
§

§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

§
§

Tom Watkins (NASP) Music has massively positive effects for people living with
dementia
VFG Yes, Bogdan We plan to follow up Muir’s suggestion of a digital theme to next
webinar
Alex Morrison-Cowan Totally agree on rhythm always say we start in mother's
womb listening to the rhythm of Mums' heartbeat and it continues from there
filipa pereira-stubbs Thank you so much for hosting this, and please might I enquire
how I would get in touch with regards to sharing some of the clinical creativity work
within your organisation and network? Many thanks.
VFG Music webinar next! - and definitely the idea of supporting unemployed young
dancers and musicians to interact with older people - let’s make it happen!
Berni Godinho How fantastic ! Thank you
VFG (10:56) We’ll get list of dance opportunities for routine prescription!
filipa pereira-stubbs The Fitzwillima Musuem is currently running a dance for
health programme supported by GP’s social prescribing. Here in Cambridge. Berni
Godinho Wonderful Filipa ! Wouldn’t it be fantastic if spread out more ! Our GP
have SP with age UK ! Never seen the person after asking & asking for.
Edye Hoffmann Becky, it would be great to link to AGILE who ork with
physiotherapists. There’s a strong interest in learning better ways to support falls,
etc. Becky Oatley Thanks Edye - will do
Katie Kilpatrick There is People Dancing, Dance Network association, One Dance
UK and the HDTAE that all might like to be involved!
Edye Hoffmann Doctors are fundamental connections - but it would be great to link
to falls referrals, physios, etc Bogdan @BogdanBCG @NASP Absolutely Edye!!!
We’ve just launched this year AHP Social Prescribing Student Champions - OTs PTs,
Speech and Language therapists etc Edye Hoffmann Bogdan, that’s super!.
Berni Godinho Thank you so much ! For the end of the beginning too
Edye Hoffmann Thank you very much for bringing everyone together today. Really
lovely to hear from the speakers.
Berni Godinho """""## Jo Porter Thank you so much, that was fantastic!
Ian Thank you very much for today’s webinar.
Bogdan @BogdanBCG @NASP What a fabulous audience - so many questions and
such fabulous remarks - thank you all for being amazing!
livia russell Thanks very much for such a huge amount of info - best I've ever had.
filipa pereira-stubbs Wonderful hour. Fabulous connections. Let’s keep talking and Dancing!
Alex Morrison-Cowan Thank you excellent presentations
Hannah Green, Dance Free Thank you
Becky Oatley Thank you very much - excellent webinar and really encouraging
Berni Godinho Veronica thank you for organizing this webinar ! Also for A4D
livia Russell Will this webinar be available to look at later on? I'd love my dad to
watch it too. Yes, says Bogdan –
Trish Tuck Thank you from Trish, Queensland Australia
Helen Tooth Thank you, very interesting and lots of ideas to explore
Gail’s iPad Thank you
Candice Redding
Sinead Devine Thank you from Derry Northern Ireland
Lucy Anzer Thank you for such an interesting and informative debate. As a retired
professional dancer and now practising occupational therapist in adult social care
this has given me a lot of ideas!
Elizabeth Hays Daybreak Oxford Thanks.
Katy - ARTS for HEALTH AUSTRIA Thanks you all!! Continue the great work!
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144 delegates registered, from all over the UK, Australia, Austria, Canada, China, France,
India, Ireland, Korea, New York, Taiwan, World Health Organisation.
Including professors, social prescribers, community champions, occupational therapists,
artistic directors, people working for older people and creative ageing, local authorities,
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